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YOUR GOVERNMENT SUPPORTS CRIME
President Cyril Ramaphosa, why do you treat the corrupt better than me?
I respond to the letter sent by Michael Louw, your Director Support Services, dated
November 19 2018.
To no effect, I've supplied you detailed information against corruption and made
impassioned plea. Without collusion, it's impossible that no one from Government, or
from either side of the political spectrum, has helped in 8 years. Maybe there are only
two sides that matter, the incredibly powerful versus everyone else. It would then be
obvious which side you and crime are on, and that I and the Public are the unfortunate
other.
The Presidency's negative role began early 2017. That may have been President Jacob
Zuma's administration but you were his Deputy. My renewed complaints to the
Presidency, under you, began February 2018. In respect to the issues I've presented,
there's no difference between the two administrations – no one will act. That continues
here.
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Despite my many attempts to gain help against corruption, your intermediary sends me
a letter ignoring the bigger picture and my lengthy correspondence. For you to ignore
context shows that I'm again being shuffled into oblivion that mostly benefits corrupt
members of the Democratic Alliance. How could that letter be so wrong unless
deliberate? What possible reason is there to conclude otherwise?
The Presidency's referral of my complaint to COGTA Minister Dr. Zwelini Mkhize is grossly
inadequate, emphasised by COGTA's failure to meaningfully correspond with me the 21
days since, but beginning with the important fact that COGTA Deputy Minister Andries
Nel already denied me assistance (his letter in your possession). I further remind that
the ANC's Faiez Jacobs, who also failed to act on my complaints against the Western
Cape of the DA, was previously a contractor to COGTA. How can COGTA be trusted?
Additionally, COGTA cannot address the negative role of the Public Protector, the Hawks,
regular SAPS, Magistrates, the Cape Bar, and the DA (as a political party). Only you can.
That letter suggests that you have no intention of being honourable or effective.
It's obvious that you and your staff have no regard for the intimidation I've suffered and
the loss the Public has incurred.
I'm past caring that the those we entrust our lives to may feel insulted. Robbing and
threatening the Public is the real insult.
What matters is action. I've been a man of action. The Presidency hasn't.
I broke my silence to check my emails in case you or the Hawks had skipped bad
tradition to present positive intention. But, again, there are only meaningless words and
silences furthering delay benefiting evil.
You have final chance to prove me wrong and yourself moral.
You already have the evidence so there's no need for my presence now. You can make
small but meaningful impact with...



The Presidency:
▪ End secrecy and unaccountability, starting in your office. List all actions,
decisions and meetings by the Presidency and the President's Hotline.
Name those involved. Explain how Michael Louw's inadequate November 19
2018 letter arose?
▪ Detail my complaints and the related evidence that the Presidency has
supplied to COGTA.
▪ Have Public Protector Busisiwe Mkwebane (and Oupa Segalwe) explain why
her office failed to act on my detailed 67-page complaint against her staff
and their corrupted report, and to provide her office's correspondence with
NCOP regarding the Love Knysna Petition.
▪ Explain why NCOP Chair Thandi Modise failed to table the Love Knysna
Petition for final action, detailing why she wouldn't respond to further
evidence and my call for correct summary for MPs. Why didn't Modise hold
the Office of the Public Protector accountable to the 60-day time limit NCOP
gave them. Instead, another year gets wasted.
▪ Demand of Premier Helen Zille and the DA Federal Executive, separately
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▪

▪
▪

▪

and respectively, why the Western Cape Government and the DA wouldn't
act on my complaints.
Have Hawks Chief Lt. Gen. Advocate Godfrey Lebeya explain why he never
responded to my complaint against the Western Cape Hawks' whitewashed
intentions, and why the allocated investigating officer into lessened
complaints failed to contact me.
Have the Policing Complaints Centre explain why they failed to attend my
2017 complaint.
Have Legal Aid investigate why KZN Provincial Manager Provincial Legal
Manager and Durban Manager Gerhard Volschenk denied me assistance
when I was obviously a candidate. 'Investigate' excludes their answer
simply being supplied by a third party. The case, from beginning, must be
reviewed by head office.
Have the South African Human Rights Commission CEO investigate why
their Durban branch refused to allow me to record our meeting, denied me
help on false grounds, and then (without explanation), switched minds to
refer me to Cape Town which ignored me [KZ/1718/0521/BN].



The Hawks:
▪ Begins their investigation into the intimidation I've experienced.



COGTA:
▪ Queries Deputy Minister Nel and Manager Anti-Corruption Elphus Ndou why
they failed to act, ensuring that weak excuses are brushed aside i.e. Nel's
denial was generalised, telling me to contact the SIU instead of
acknowledging those parts obviously related to COGTA.
▪ Enforce the actions recommended by the De Swardt Vogel & Myambo
report (that was commissioned by Knysna Municipality). Have the related
crooks suspended whilst investigated.
▪ Investigate SALGA CEO Xolile George's illegal support for the Knysna
Municipality to illegally sue me, and, separately, for SALGA to threaten to
sue me.
▪ Act on my complaint of severe racism by COGTA employee Asanda
Magalela.

The Presidency and COGTA to send me answers and list actions undertaken by January
10 2019, and to state dates for intensive meetings over three days, January 16-18
2019, in Durban.
For immediate queries, I'll be available until 5pm today. Thereafter, I'll uncontactable
until that January 10 when I check for your detailed response. The persons contacting
me must be educated to the subject matter i.e. not starting anew.
If there's no meaningful response then I'll not contact you in this manner again, it then
being conclusive that you, the South African Government and the ANC stand with the DA
and criminals against the innocent Public of South Africa.
My protest, as previously explained, will go ahead. I'm aware of how small I am, and
how apathetic our world is. I'm aware I'll probably lose. But if you're not going to act in
the Public interest, warning them against the corrupt, I must do what I can.
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As the President, you can never be be an innocent bystander. You are either Presidential
or you're not.
Mike Hampton
words@themikehampton.com
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